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Isabella Rapisarda - PRACC Leader
Why is pre-award important for OpenPEPPOL – and “special”? 

- It is in the core of **PUBLIC PROCUREMENT** and extends pan-European reach of the organization
  - In has been identified as a major growth area
- It is a regulated area where EU and national legislation apply
  - Constraints on requirements: legislation imposes obligations on eTendering Platform Providers
  - Opportunity: Already a more eIDAS-friendly infrastructure
  - Major boost for goodwill, increases trustworthiness and profile of the organizations that lives up to expectations

- CEF call 2017
- Once-only ISA action and TOP LSP interoperability of qualification evidences
PRACC Strategy in OpenPeppol

- To support the implementation of Governance and Operations in the Pre-award Community

- Open the OpenPEPPOL network for eTendering usage and evaluate the users requirements in ESPD;

- Support the Domain in establishing interim as well as long term solutions on open issues, such as (but not limited to); Trust model, Governance structure, Agreement framework;

- Support the Domain in establishing eTendering contract documents, initially as interim contracts while the OpenPEPPOL contract framework is being adjusted to cater directly for legal requirements in the new domain;

- To align PreAward and PostAward Agreements, sustainability and operation, and following standard process and rules;
Formal structure of PRACC in the community

**CC leader**
- Elected by the Community
- Highest authority in the Community
- Member of the Managing Committee
- Member of the CC Executive board
- Only formal representative of the Community
- Escalation path to MC

**CC CMB observers**
- Appointed representatives of the Community operating as observers in the other 2 CC CMB's
- Refers to the CC leader
- Operating on a mandate

**CC CMB**
- 4 members Elected by the community
- Approves Change requests to specifications (change mgt)
- Approves suggested solutions / implementations of changes (release mgt)
- Refers to the CC leader

Ongoing **WG** related to subject areas: appointed or elected for a 1 or 2 year period / refers to the CC leader and work under a mandate:

- eTendering WG
- ESPD WG
- Catalogue WG
- E-ID coordination team

**All Community members**
How we are organized

PrACC Internal Teams (WG to be formalized)

- Workgroups to be formalized in Vienna

WG in pipeline

- ESPD WG in PIPELINE
- E-Catalogue development WG (Jan Maerø) in PIPELINE
- E-tendering AS IS maintenance (Kornelis Drijfhout) in PIPELINE

Each WG is populated through an open Call / refers to the CC leader and work under a mandate with defined deliverables and deadlines
Workgroup in pipeline

MC Workgroups relevant to the community

- Agreement revision WG (run under the PA forum)
- E-Tendering transition and transformation programm (run under the MC)
- AS4 migration Workgroup (Run under the MC)

Being part of the PRACC enables to participate actively in OpenPEPPOL change management of the:

- eTendering Agreement structure and content (TIA CMB and Work Groups)
- Infrastructure capabilities (TICC CMB and Work Groups)
- Trust Model (Cross Domain Work Groups, TICCMB)
- PEPPOL Business Interoperability Specifications (BIS) (PreAward Community Work Groups)